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Annex no.1 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 

 

 

Basic criteria 

of banknotes payability in foreign currency in case of performing foreign exchange 

operations in cash with individuals 

 

1. The foreign exchange entity shall perform foreign exchange operations in cash with 

individuals with the following authentic foreign currency banknotes in circulation:  

a) banknotes that kept the main signs of payability: the name of the issuing bank, the 

number and series, the value in numbers and in words, the basic ornament (portrait) on the front 

and the reverse side, as well as the security elements against falsification (the watermark, magnetic 

signs, fibers included within the structure of the paper, including those visible under ultraviolet 

light, confetti, safety thread, micro-text, luminescent images etc.);  

b) banknotes that have certain insignificant defects as a result of the ordinary wear-and-

tear: contaminations and shabby places, as well as small spots of fat or of other nature, inscriptions, 

stamps (except stamps that state that the banknote is inauthentic) that do not modify the main signs 

of payability 

 

2. At its discretion, the foreign exchange entity may perform foreign exchange operations 

in cash with individuals receiving from the customers authentic banknotes in foreign currency that 

have more significant defects or of other nature than those specified under item 1. Nevertheless, 

such banknotes cannot be sold to individuals, in case they refuse to receive them.  

 

3. While establishing internal rules regarding the receipt of banknotes mentioned under 

item 2, the foreign exchange entity may follow the payability signs set up by the issuing authority 

of the respective banknotes. 
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Annex no.2 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 

_____________________________________________ 
                (name of the foreign exchange entity / of its subdivision) 

_____________________________________________ 
                (address of carrying out the currency exchange activity) 

__________________________ 
                (IDNO) 

CURRENCY EXCHANGE BULLETIN 
(NOT VALID WITHOUT THE CASH VOUCHER) 

 

 

Data related to the cash voucher 

Number Date Time 

   

 

I. Information on the individual who directly performs the operation: 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
(name and surname of the individual, date and place of birth) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(identity document data) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(identification number of the individual) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(address of the individual) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(data of the power of attorney) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(other information) 

II. Information on the individual in whose name the operation is performed: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(name and surname of the individual, date of birth) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(identity document data) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(identification number of the individual) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(address of the individual) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(other information) 

III. Information on the operation: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(description of the operation) 

 

Funds received from the 

customer 

Mandatory 

payment 

Fees Operation rate Funds paid to the 

customer 

Name of the 

currency 

Amount Amount 

(in MDL) 

Name of the  

currency 

Amount Quoted 

quantity 

Exchange 

rate 

Name of the  

currency 

Amount 

____________________                                                   _______________________________ 
(signature of the individual)                                                                                            (signature of the foreign exchange entity employee) 

       _________________________________ 

(name and surname of the foreign exchange entity employee) 
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The procedures of filling in the 

currency exchange bulletin 

 

1. The currency exchange bulletin shall be drawn up in two copies in the cases provided for 

in item 57 of this Regulation. The currency exchange bulletin drawn up manually shall be filled in 

using a pen and a carbon-paper. The both copies of the currency exchange bulletin shall be signed 

without using a carbon-paper. 

 

2. Name of the foreign exchange entity/of its subdivision: the complete name of the licensed 

bank/foreign exchange office/hotel shall be indicated. In case of foreign exchange bureau opened 

within the branch/secondary office of the licensed bank, the name of the respective 

branch/secondary office shall be indicated. In case of branch of the foreign exchange office, its 

name shall be indicated as well. 

 

3. Address of carrying out the currency exchange activity: the address where the foreign 

exchange bureau of the licensed bank/foreign exchange office/its branch/the foreign exchange 

bureau of the hotel carries out the currency exchange activity in cash with individuals shall be 

indicated. 

 

4. IDNO: the state identification number (IDNO) of the licensed bank/foreign exchange 

office/hotel shall be indicated. 

 

5. Data related to the cash voucher: 

a) Number: the ordinal number reflected in the cash voucher shall be indicated; 

b) Date: the date (day, month and year) reflected in the cash voucher shall be indicated; 

c) Time: the exact time (hour and minutes) recorded in the cash voucher shall be indicated. 

 

6. I. Information on the individual who directly performs the operation: this information shall 

be filled in if the currency exchange bulletin is drawn up at the request of the customer. 
(Item 6.I modified by the Decision of the NBM no.203 of 09.08.2018) 

 

7. Name and surname of the individual, date and place of birth: the name, surname, date and 

place of birth of the individual who directly performs the operation shall be indicated according to 

the identity document.  

 

8. Identity document data: the following data of the identity document of the individual who 

directly performs the operation shall be indicated: the series, number, issue date and name of the 

country, of the authority (no. of the office) that issued the document. 

 

9. Identification number of the individual: it shall be filled in if the submitted identity 

document contains the state identification number of the individual. The state identification 

number indicated in the identity document of the individual who directly performs the operation 

shall be indicated. 

 

10. Address of the individual:  the domicile indicated in the identity document of the 

individual who directly performs the operation shall be written. In the event that the submitted 

identity document does not contain information about the domicile, it shall be indicated in 

accordance with data presented by the individual. In the event that the identity document contains 

the information about the individual’s residence, the residence of this person shall be indicated.  

 

11. Data of the power of attorney: it shall be filled in if the operation is performed in the 

name of another individual. Shall be indicated the number, date and place (including the country) 
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of issuance of the power of attorney, as well as the name and surname of the competent person 

who authenticated this power of attorney. 

 

12. Other information: the citizenship and, if appropriate, the public position held by the 

individual who directly performs the operation and other information shall be indicated. 

 

13. II. Information about the individual in whose name the operation is performed: this 

information shall be filled in simultaneously with section “Information on the individual who 

directly performs the operation”, in case the operation is performed in the name of another 

individual. 
(Item 13. II. modified by the Decision of the NBM no.203 of 09.08.2018) 

 

14. Name and surname of the individual, date of birth: shall be indicated the name, surname 

and date of birth of the individual in whose name the operation is performed according to the 

submitted power of attorney. 

 

15. Identification number of the individual: it shall be filled in if submitted power of attorney 

contains the state identification number of the individual. The state identification number of the 

individual in whose name the operation is performed shall be written as indicated in the power of 

attorney. 

 

16. Identity document data: the data of the identity document of the individual in whose 

name the operation is performed shall be written as indicated in the submitted power of attorney, 

and namely: the series, number, issue date, the name of the country and of the authority (no. of the 

office) that issued the document. 

 

17. Address of individual: the address of the individual in whose name the operation is 

performed shall be written as indicated in the power of attorney. 

 

18. Other Information: shall be indicated the citizenship and, if appropriate, the public 

position held by the individual on whose name the operation is performed and other information. 

 

19. III. Information on the operation: the operation description shall be indicated (for 

example, the sale operation of foreign currency in cash against Moldovan lei, the purchase 

operation of foreign currency in cash against Moldovan lei, the sale operation of traveller’s 

cheques against Moldovan lei). The name, series and the numbers of cheques shall be indicated 

while performing operations with traveller’s cheques. 

 

20. “Funds received from the customer”: 

1) In the column “Name of the currency” shall be indicated: 

a) the name or code (numerical or alphabetical) of the foreign currency/national currency 

received from the customer, 

b) the “traveller’s cheque” shall be additionally indicated - in case the traveller’s cheque is 

received; 

 

2) In the column “Amount” shall be indicated: 

a) the total amount of the foreign currency received from the customer, including the amount 

of fees - while purchasing foreign currency from the customer, 

b) the total amount of Moldovan lei received from the customer, which includes the amount 

of mandatory payment and the amount of fees – while selling foreign currency to the customer. 
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21. “Mandatory payment”: the amount of funds collected according to the provisions of the 

Law on the republican fund and on local funds for social support of population no.827-XIV  of 

February 18, 2000 shall be indicated. 

 

22. “Fees”: 

a) in the column “Name of the currency” shall be indicated the name or code (numerical or 

alphabetical) of the currency in which the fee is collected; 

b) in the column “Amount” shall be indicated the amount of the fee which is collected 

according to the order on fees charged on performance of the foreign exchange operations in cash 

with individuals. 

 

23. “Operation rate”: 

a) in the column “Quoted quantity” shall be indicated the quantity of units of foreign 

currency for which the exchange rate is indicated (for example: 1 USD, 100 USD);  

b) in the column “Exchange rate” shall be indicated the rate of exchange of the quoted 

quantity of the foreign currency against Moldovan Lei in accordance with the order on exchange 

rates for performing foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals. 

 

24. “Funds paid to the customer” 

1) in the column “Name of the Currency” shall be indicated: 

a) the name or code (numerical or alphabetical) of the currency paid to the customer, 

b) the “traveller’s cheque” shall be additionally indicated - in case the traveller’s cheque is 

issued; 

 

2) in the column “Amount” shall be indicated: 

a) the total amount of Moldovan Lei paid to the customer - while purchasing foreign currency 

from the customer, 

b) the total amount of foreign currency paid to the customer - while selling foreign currency 

to the customer. 

 

25. Each copy of the currency exchange bulletin shall be signed by the individual who 

performed the foreign exchange operation and by the employee of the foreign exchange entity who 

carried out the operation, by indicating the name and surname of this employee.  
(Annex no.2 modified by the Decision of the NBM no.203 of 09.08.2018) 
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Annex no.3 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 
_______________________________________________________ 
(name of the foreign exchange entity / of its subdivision) 
____________________________________ 
(address of carrying out the currency exchange activity) 

____________________________________ 

                 
(IDNO)  

Registration number of CCR assigned by the fiscal authority_________________________ 

 

 

 

                 _______________________________________________________ 
(employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the register)

 

 

REGISTER 

of purchase operations of foreign currency 

________________________________________________________________________ 

on the date of “___"_______________20___ 
(date of compiling) 

 

No. 

Name of foreign currency received: 

- in cash; 

- according to traveller’s cheques 

(currency of the traveller’s cheques, 

name of the cheques, numbers, series 

shall be indicated) 

 

Received 

amount of 

foreign 

currency 

 

Buying rate 

 

Amount of 

Moldovan Lei at 

the buying rate 

 

Fees 

 

Paid  

amount of 

Moldovan Lei 

 

Data related to the cash voucher 

 

Mentions 

about the 

revocation of 

the operation 

Quantity 

of quoted 

units 

Exchange 

rate 

Amount Currency 

code 

Number of 

the cash 

voucher  

Hour and minutes 

indicated in the 

cash voucher 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

 T O T A L            

         x x x 

         x x x  

         x x x 

 Total Moldovan Lei paid X x x  x x  x x x 

 

Employee of the foreign exchange entity, who compiled the Register _______________________________________________  
(signature) 
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The procedures of filling in 

the Register of purchase operations of foreign currency 

 

1. The register shall be filled in while performing the purchase operations of foreign 

currency in cash and of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency from individuals. The register 

drawn up manually shall be filled in by using a pen.  

 

2. Name of the foreign exchange entity/of its subdivision: the complete name of the 

licensed bank/foreign exchange office/hotel shall be indicated. In case of a foreign exchange 

bureau opened within a branch/secondary office of the licensed bank, the name of the 

branch/secondary office shall be indicated. In case of branch of the foreign exchange office, its 

name shall be indicated as well. 

 

3. Address of carrying out the currency exchange activity: shall be indicated the address 

where the foreign exchange bureau of the licensed bank/foreign exchange office/its branch/foreign 

exchange bureau of the hotel carries out the currency exchange activity in cash with individuals. 

 

4. IDNO: the state identification number (IDNO) of the licensed bank/ foreign exchange 

office/hotel shall be indicated. 

 

5. Registration number of CCR assigned by the fiscal authority: shall be indicated the 

number of the cash control machine assigned by the fiscal authorities at registration or at re-

registration of CCR. 

 

6. Employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the register: the name and surname 

of the employee of the foreign exchange entity, who fills in the register, shall be indicated. 

 

7. Column 1 “No.”: the ordinal number of the entry shall be indicated. 

 

8. Column 2 “Name of foreign currency received”: shall be indicated the name of the 

foreign currency received from the customer as a result of purchase operation (for example, US 

dollars). In case of the purchase operation of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency shall be 

indicated the name of travellers’ cheques, the currency of cheques, series and numbers of the 

cheques (for example, T/ch Visa in US dollars, AA no.215678). 

 

9. Column 3 “Amount of foreign currency received”: shall be indicated the amount of 

foreign currency received from the customer, which includes also the amount of fees. 

 

10. Column 4 “Purchase rate: Quantity of listed units”: shall be indicated the quantity of 

foreign currency units for which shall be indicated the exchange rate in accordance with the 

provision on exchange rates for carrying out foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals. 

 

11. Column 5 “Purchase rate: Exchange rate” the exchange rate in relation with the 

Moldovan Leu of the listed amount of foreign currency shall be indicated in accordance with the 

provision on exchange rates for performing foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals. 

 

12. Column 6 “Amount of Moldovan Leu at purchase rate”: shall be indicated the amount 

of Moldovan leu determined by applying the purchase rate according to the formula: col.3 * 

col.5/col.4. 
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13. Column 7 “Fees: Amount”: shall be indicated the amount of fees charged in accordance 

with the provision on fees applied to foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals. 

 

14. Column 8 “Fees: Currency code”: shall be indicated the alphabetic code of the currency 

in which fees are charged. 

 

15. Column 9 “Amount of Moldovan Lei released”: shall be indicated the amount of 

Moldovan Lei released, determined as follows: 

a) in case when fees are charged in the national currency – shall be determined according 

to the formula: col.6-col.7; 

b) in case when fees are charged in foreign currency – shall be determined according to the 

formula: (col.3 - col.7) *col.5/col.4. 

 

16. The amounts indicated in columns 3-9 must correspond to the amounts indicated in the 

cash voucher/the currency exchange bulletin. 

 

17. Column 10 “Data about the cash voucher. Cash voucher number”: the number of the 

cash voucher issued to the customer shall be indicated. 

 

18. Column 11 “Data about the cash voucher. Hour and minutes indicated in the cash 

voucher”: the time (hour and minutes) indicated in the cash voucher issued to customer shall be 

indicated. 

 

19. Column 12 “Remarks about revocation of the operation”: shall be indicated the word 

“revoked” in case a foreign exchange operation was revoked by the individual. 

 

20. In the section “Summarized data” the summing up of the operations performed shall 

be carried out by completing the respective lines of columns 2, 3, 6-9. In columns 4 and 5 shall be 

indicated the purchase rates of foreign currencies, with application of which operations were 

performed. The summing up is performed for each foreign currency and, if appropriate, on each 

denomination of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency. The summing up shall be indicated 

without excluding the amounts pertaining to revoked operations, if the operations have been 

performed. 

 

21. The Register shall be signed by the employee of the foreign exchange entity, who filled 

in the Register. 
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Annex no.4 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 
_______________________________________________________ 
(name of foreign exchange entity / of its branch) 
____________________________________ 
(address of developing the currency exchange activity) 

____________________________________ 

                 
(IDNO)  

Registration number of the CCM attributed by the fiscal; authority_________________________ 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________ 
                                 (Employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the Register)

 

 

REGISTER 

of foreign currency selling operations 

________________________________________________________________________ 

on the date of “___"_______________20___ 
(date) 

 

No. 

Denomination of foreign currency 

released: 

- in cash; 

- in traveller’s cheques (shall be 

indicated the currency, 

denomination, numbers, serial 

numbers of traveller’s cheques) 

 

Amount of 

MDL 

received 

  

Amount of MDL 

for conversion 

Selling rate  

Amount of 

foreign 

currency 

released 

 

Data about cash voucher 

 

Remarks 

about 

revocation of 

the operation 

Amount of 

mandatory 

payment 

(in MDL) 

Amount 

of fees (in 

MDL) 

Quantity 

 of listed 

units  

Exchange 

rate 

Cash 

voucher 

number 

Hour and 

minutes indicated 

in cash voucher 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

 T O T A L            

         x x x 

         x x x  

         x x x 

 Total MDL received X x x  x x  x x x 

 

Employee of the foreign exchange entity, who made the entry in the Register _______________________________________________  

(signature) 
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The procedures of filling in 

the Register for Selling Foreign Currency 

 

1. The Register shall be filled in while performing operations of selling foreign currency 

in cash and of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency to individuals. The entry in the Register 

perfected manually shall be filled in by using a pen. 

 

2. The name of the foreign exchange entity/of its subdivision: the full name of the licensed 

bank/foreign exchange office/hotel shall be indicated. In case of the foreign exchange bureau 

which is opened within the branch/secondary office of the licensed bank, shall be indicated the 

name of the branch/of the secondary office. In the case of branch of the foreign exchange office, 

its name shall be indicated as well. 

 

3. Address of carrying out the currency exchange activity: the address at which the foreign 

exchange bureau of the licensed bank/foreign, exchange office/its branch/foreign exchange bureau 

of the hotel develops activity of currency exchange in cash with individuals, shall be indicated. 

 

4. IDNO: shall be indicated the state identification number (IDNO) of the licensed 

bank/foreign exchange office/hotel. 

 

5. The registration number of the cash control machine attributed by the fiscal authority: 

shall be indicated the number of the cash control machine attributed by the fiscal authority at 

registration or at re-registration. 

 

6. The employee of the foreign exchange entity, who fills in the Register: shall be indicated 

the name and surname of the employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the Register. 

 

7. Column 1 “No.”: shall be indicated the order number of the entry. 

 

8. Column 2 “Denomination of foreign currency released”: shall be indicated the 

denomination of the foreign currency released to the customer as a result of selling operation (for 

example, USD). In the case of the operation of selling of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency 

shall be indicated the denomination of traveller’s cheques, currency of cheques, serial numbers 

and numbers of cheques (for example, C/c Visa in US dollars, AA no.215678). 

 

9. Column 3 “Amount of Moldovan Lei received”: the amount of Moldovan Lei received 

from the customer, which includes and the amount of the mandatory payment and the amount of 

fees, shall be indicated. 

 

10. Column 4 “Mandatory payment amount”: shall be indicated the amount in Moldovan 

Lei of the mandatory payment to be charged in accordance with the Law on the republican fund 

and on local funds for social support of population no.827-XIV of February 18, 2000. 

 

11. Column 5 “Amount of fees”: shall be indicated the amount in Moldovan lei of fees 

charged in accordance with the provision on fees charged while performing foreign exchange 

operations in cash with individuals. 

 

12. Column 6 “Amount of Moldovan Lei for conversion”: shall be indicated the amount of 

Moldovan Lei on basis of which shall be determined the amount of foreign currency to be released 

to customer. The amount shall be determined according to the formula: col.3-col.4-col.5. 
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13. Column 7 “Selling rate. Quantity of listed units”: shall be indicated the quantity of 

foreign currency units for which shall be indicated the exchange rate in accordance with the 

provision on currency rates for carrying out foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals. 

 

14. Column 8 “Selling rate: Exchange rate”: shall be indicated the exchange rate against 

the Moldovan Lei of the listed quantity of foreign currency in accordance with the provision on 

currency rates for carrying out foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals. 

 

15. Column 9 “The amount of foreign currency released”: shall be indicated the amount of 

foreign currency released, which is calculated according to formula: col.6/col.8*col.7. 

 

16. The amounts indicated in columns 3-9 must correspond to the amounts indicated in the 

cash voucher/the currency exchange bulletin. 

 

17. Column 10 “Data about the cash voucher. Number of the cash voucher”: shall be 

indicated the number of the cash voucher issued to customer. 

 

18. Column 11 “Data about the cash voucher. The hour and minutes indicated in the cash 

voucher”: shall be indicated the time (hour and minutes) indicated in cash voucher issued to 

customer.  

 

19. Column 12 “Entries about revocation of the operation”: shall be indicated the word 

“revoked” in case the foreign exchange operation has been revoked by the individual. 

 

20. In the section “Summarized data” the summing up of performed operations shall be 

carried out by filling in the respective lines in columns 2-6 and 9. In columns 7 and 8 shall be 

indicated the selling rates of foreign currencies, by applying which the operations have been 

carried out. The summing up is performed for each foreign currency and, if appropriate, on each 

denomination of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency. The summing up shall be indicated 

without excluding the amounts of the revoked operations, if the operations have been performed.  

 

21. The Register shall be signed by the employee of the foreign exchange office, who filled 

in the Register. 

 

 

 

(Annex no.5 repealed by the Decision of the NBM no.203 of 09.08.2018) 
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Annex no.  6 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 

 

 

Application for Revocation 

of the Foreign Exchange Operation 

 

Hereby, ______________________________________________________________________, 
                                          (name and surname of customer of the foreign exchange entity) 

In accordance with art. 42 par. (61) of the no. Law no.62-XVI  of March 21, 2008on foreign 

exchange regulation, request revocation of the operation 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
(of purchase or sale of foreign currency) 

carried out at __________________________________________________________________ 
(full name of the foreign exchange entity which performed the operation of currency exchange) 

on date of __ _______________, ____ _____ time _____  _________. 

(hour and minutes) 

To this application I attach the cash voucher (payment receipt) No.__________________ issued 

on __ _______________, hour____ ____. 
(hour and minutes) 

 

This application is submitted at ___ ___. 
(time) 

____________________________________ 
(Customer’s signature of the foreign exchange entity) 

 

Remarks of the Foreign Exchange Entity: 

 

1. This application for revocation of the foreign exchange operation together with the cash voucher 

(payment receipt) attached was received on the date of ____________________, at 

time__________________. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
(Name and surname, signature of the foreign exchange entity employee who received the application) 

 

2. Reimbursement of funds in amount of _______________________________, of which: 

                                                                                    (shall be indicated in digits and letters) 

- amount of mandatory payment restituted constitutes __________________ 

- amount of fees restituted constitute ______________________________ 

 

was performed on the date of __________ __, hour__ ___, 

___________________________________________________________ 
(Name and surname, signature of the foreign exchange unit employee, who restituted the funds) 

 

3. Identity card presented ________________________________________________       
(shall be filled in if applicable) 

 

Confirm the reception of restituted funds________________________________________ 
(Signature of the customer of the foreign exchange entity) 

Date ___ ___________________ 
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Annex no.7 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 
_______________________________________________________ 
(name of foreign exchange entity / of its branch) 
____________________________________ 
(address of the currency exchange activity) 

____________________________________ 

                 
(IDNO)  

Registration number of the CCM attributed by the fiscal authority _________________________ 

 

 

 

                    _______________________________________________________ 
                                                     (Employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the Register)

 

 

 
 

REGISTER 

of Revoked Foreign Exchange Operations 

on the date of __ ____________ 
 

No. Date and time 

of submitting the 

request for 

revocation of the 

operation  

Date and time of 

performing the revoked 

operation (according to 

the cash voucher 

presented)  

Name and surname of the 

individual who submitted the 

application for revocation of 

currency exchange operation 

Type of the 

operation (of 

purchasing or 

selling foreign 

currency) that 

was revoked 

Amount and 

denomination of 

funds received from 

the individual 

Amount and denomination of funds reimbursed 

to individual 

Total including (if applicable) 

fees Mandatory 

payment 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

         

         

         

         

         

         
 

Employee of the foreign exchange entity, who made the entry in the Register ___________________________________  
(signature) 
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Annex no. 8 

to the Regulation on the activity of foreign exchange entities 
_______________________________________________________ 
(name of foreign exchange entity / of its branch) 
____________________________________ 
(address of the currency exchange activity) 

____________________________________ 

                 
(IDNO)  

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________ 
                     (Employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the Register)

 

 

Report on operations carried out 

on the date of “___"_______________ 20____ 
 

 

Name of indicators: 

- name of the values: cash, travel 

cheques, 

- denomination of currency, 

- denomination of travel cheques 

 

Balance at the 

beginning of the 

work program 

  (in the original 

currency) 

 

Received for 

settlement 

during the work 

program 

(in the original 

currency) 

 

Collections 

 

Payments 

 

Transmitted during 

the work program 

(in the original 

currency) 

 

Balance at 

the end of the work 

program 

(in the original 

currency) 

 

In foreign 

currency 

 

In MDL 

In foreign 

currency 

 

In MDL 

A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

Amount of fees charged X X   X X X X 

Mandatory payment amount X X X  X X X X 

MDL   X  X    

 

     Employee of the foreign exchange entity, who made the entry in the Register ______________________  
(signature) 
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The Procedures of Compilation of the 

Report on the Operations Performed 

 

1. The report on operations performed shall be drawn up on daily basis. The Report perfected 

manually shall be filled in by using a pen. 

 

2. The amounts in Moldovan Lei and foreign currency shall be indicated in report with two 

decimal digits. 

 

3. Name of the foreign exchange entity/ of its subdivision: shall be indicated the full name 

of the licensed bank/foreign exchange office/hotel. In the case of the foreign exchange office which 

is opened within the branch/secondary office of the licensed bank shall be indicated the name of 

the branch/of the respective secondary office. In the case of branch of the foreign exchange office 

its name shall be indicated as well. 

 

4. Address of developing the currency exchange activity: shall be indicated the address at 

which the foreign exchange bureau of the licensed bank/foreign exchange office/its branch/foreign 

exchange bureau of the hotel develops currency exchange activity in cash with individuals. 

 

5. IDNO: shall be indicated the state identification number (IDNO) of the licensed bank/ 

foreign exchange office/hotel. 

 

6. The employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the register: shall be indicated 

the name and surname of the employee of the foreign exchange entity who fills in the Register. 

 

7. In column A “Denomination of Indicators” shall be indicated the denomination of values 

 (cash, traveller’s cheques), denomination of currency (e.g. MDL, US dollars), denomination of 

traveller’s cheques (e.g. VISA) denomination of additionally collected amounts (fees, mandatory 

payment). 

 

8. In column 1 “Balance at the beginning of the work program” shall be indicated the 

amounts in original currency of cash and of traveller’s cheques received for settlement at the 

beginning of the work program. 

 

9. In column 2 “Received for settlement during the work program” shall be indicated the 

amounts in original currency of cash and of traveller’s cheques received for settlement during the 

work program. 

 

10. In column 3 “Collections: in foreign currency” shall be indicated: 

a) the amounts in original currency of cash in foreign currency and of traveller’s cheques in 

foreign currency purchased from individuals. Fees charged in foreign currency shall not be 

included and shall be reflected separately; 

b) in the line “Amount of fees charged” – if applicable, the amounts of fees charged in 

foreign currency while performing purchase operations of foreign currency in cash from 

individuals. The amounts of fees charged in foreign currency shall be reflected for each foreign 

currency separately;  

c) in case of reimbursement of funds as a result of revocation by customers of foreign 

currency purchase operations, the amounts indicated in letters a) and b) shall be reflected after 

deduction of amounts pertaining to revocation operations. 

 

11. In column 4 “Collections in MDL” shall be indicated: 
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a) the equivalent in Moldovan lei at purchase rate of amounts (reflected in column 3) of cash 

in foreign currency and of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency purchased from individuals; 

b) in the line “Amount of fees charged” – if applicable, the amounts of fees charged in 

Moldovan Lei while performing foreign exchange operations in cash with individuals; 

c) in the line “Mandatory payment amount” - the amount of mandatory payments collected 

according to the Law on the republican fund and on local funds for social support of population 

No.827-XIV from February 18, 2000; 

d) in case of restitution of funds following customers’ revocation of foreign currency 

purchase operations, the amounts indicated in letters a) - c) shall be reflected after the deduction 

of amounts pertaining to revocation operations; 

e) in the line “Moldovan Lei” - the amount calculated by summing the amounts in Moldovan 

lei reflected in the lines of Column 6, of mandatory payment amounts charged and of fees charged 

in Moldovan Lei reflected in the respective lines of column 4. 

 

12. In column 5 “Payments: in foreign currency” shall be indicated in original currency the 

amounts of cash in foreign currency and of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency sold to 

individuals, and in case of funds restitution the following revocation by customers of foreign 

currency selling operations, the amounts thereof shall be reflected after the deduction of amounts 

pertaining to operations of revocation. 

 

13. In column 6 “Payments: in “Moldovan Lei” shall be indicated: 

a) the equivalent in Moldovan Lei at the selling rate of amounts (reflected in column 5) of 

cash in foreign currency and of traveller’s cheques in foreign currency sold to individuals. In case 

of reimbursement of funds as a result of customers’ revocation of foreign currency selling 

operations, the amounts shall be reflected after deduction of amounts pertaining to revocation 

operations; 

b) in the line “Moldovan Lei” - the amount calculated by summing the amounts in Moldovan 

Lei reflected in the lines of column 4 (except the amount of mandatory payment collected and of 

fees collected in Moldovan Lei reflected in the respective lines of column 4). 

 

14. In column 7 “Transmitted during the work program” shall be indicated in the original 

currency the amounts of cash and of traveller’s cheques transmitted during the work program. 

 

15. In column 8 “Balance at the end of work program” shall be indicated: 

a) the amounts in original currency of cash in foreign currency and of traveller’s cheques in 

foreign currency at the end of work program, which must be equal to the amounts determined by 

the formula: col.1 + col.2 + col.3 - col. 5-col.7. In case when fees are charged in foreign currency, 

to the amount determined according to the formula herein, shall be added the amounts of fees 

charged in foreign currency reflected in column 3; 

b) in the line “Moldovan Lei” - the amount of cash of Moldovan Lei at the end of work 

program, which must be equal to the amount determined by the formula: col.1 + col.2 + col.4-

col.6-col.7. 

 

16. The report shall be signed by the employee of the foreign exchange entity, who drawn 

up the report.  


